
Hard Hats and Clips FAQ
In addition to providing protection, hard hats offer adjustability for improved comfort and fit over the 

HMT’s standard head strap. RealWear’s Hard Hat Clips secure the HMT to hard hats. They lock into a 
hard hat’s accessory slots and are designed for specific hard hat makes and models. 

1. Which hard hats are supported?

2. How do I attach the HMT to a hard hat using clips? 

3. What are my options if I don’t see my preferred hard hat listed? 

4. How do I attach the HMT to a hard hat using zip ties? 

5. How do I use the Tri-Band Strap to wear the HMT with a hard hat? 

6. How do I wear the HMT with a Petzl climbing helmet?

7. Can I design my own clips if I don’t see my preferred hard hat listed? 

8. Can I order custom clips through RealWear? 



MSA V-Gard® 
Protective Cap

MSA V-Gard® 500 
Protective Cap

MSA V-Gard® 
Protective Hat

Honeywell North 
Zone™ Hard Hat 
(N10)

Honeywell North 
Zone™ Full Brim 
Hard Hat (N20)

Honeywell North™ 
The K2 A29

3M G3000 Series 3M™ Hard Hat 
H-700 Series

Petzl Alveo Petzl Vertex® Proguard® 
Advantage™ 1 
Safety Helmet
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1. Which hard hats are supported?

RealWear offers clips for 5 hard hat models: 

Reference designs (for 3D printed clips) are available for additional models: 



Use: 
171020 Hard Hat Clips 
for MSA Front Brim 

Use: 
171024 Hard Hat Clips 
for MSA Full Brim

Use: 
171021 Hard Hat Clips 
for Honeywell North 
Zone Front Brim

Use: 
171046 Hard Hat Clips 
for Honeywell North 
Zone Full Brim 
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1. Which hard hats are supported?

MSA V-Gard® Protective Cap MSA V-Gard® Protective Hat
MSA V-Gard® 500 Protective 
Cap

Honeywell North Zone™ 
Hard Hat (N10)

Honeywell North Zone™ 
Full Brim Hard Hat (N20)
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2. How do I attach the HMT to a hard hat using clips? 

Remove the Overhead Strap and Rear 
Pad from the HMT. Determine left or right 
eye display orientation; if needed, flip the 
HMT and adjust the arm to change display 
orientation. 

Hook the Hard Hat Clips into the HMT 
band and snap them into place.

Slide the clips into the hard hat 
accessory slots.

For video instructions, visit www.realwear.com/support

http://www.realwear.com/support
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2. How do I attach the HMT to a hard hat using clips? 

The HMT band should sit outside of 
the hard hat’s harness.

Power on the HMT and adjust the boom 
arm, display pod, and camera as needed. 

You may need to adjust the camera angle to 
ensure the boom arm and display pod are 
positioned outside of the camera’s view. 

To remove the HMT from the hard hat, 
pinch the clip fingers and push the clip out 
of the hard hat slots.

For video instructions, visit www.realwear.com/support

http://www.realwear.com/support
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3. What are my options if I don’t see my preferred hard hat listed? 

Switch to a supported hard hat until custom clips for your preferred hard hat are available 
• Evaluating clip compatibility with non-supported hard hats may take several months. 
• We recommend having supported hard hats and clips on hand before your project begins to avoid any potential 

deployment delays. 
• The MSA V-Gard® Protective Cap is widely available, and can also be purchased directly from RealWear. 

As a quick yet functional solution, secure with zip ties or wear the hard hat over a Tri-Band Strap 
• Users must ensure attachments do not impede or compromise the safety, integrity, or fit of the hard hat.  

Contact your sales lead for custom clips
• Custom clips are available with the pre-purchase of 500 3-pair packs, which supports a 1K HMT deployment. 
• Allow 2-3 months for custom clips. 
• While custom clips are in progress, we still recommend having supported hard hats and clips on hand for any pre-

deployment trials. 

Reference clip designs are also available here for customers who wish to customize and/or produce clips themselves. 

Not all hard hats can be worn with the HMT – some have profiles that prevent proper positioning of the HMT-1. In those 
cases, switch to a supported hard hat. 

https://realwear.box.com/v/ReferenceDesigns-HardHatClips
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4. How do I attach the HMT to a hard hat using zip ties? 

Remove the Overhead Strap 
and Rear Pad from the HMT. 
Thread the zip tie through the 
HMT band.

Loop the zip tie through the hard 
hat accessory slot, and zip close. 

Secure the rear band if 
necessary, for extra stability. 

If clips are not immediately available, zip ties are a quick yet functional solution. 

Repeat for the other side. 



Components
A.Front band
B.Top band
C.HMT clips
D.Brim clips
E.Rear snap button
F.Adjustment buckles

1 2 3
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5. How do I use the Tri-Band Strap to wear the HMT with a hard hat? 

Adjust the tightness of the front band and top band so that it will stretch 
securely on your head.
• Remove the existing Overhead Strap and Rear Pad from the HMT 

(image 1). 
• Snap the 2 HMT clips into the ends of the HMT band. The hooks on 

the HMT clips will engage with the slots on the HMT band (image 2). 
• Remove the brim clips from the Tri-Band Strap; these are not needed 

when using a hard hat (image 3). 



4 5 6 7

Components
A.Front band
B.Top band
C.HMT clips
D.Brim clips
E.Rear snap button
F.Adjustment buckles
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5. How do I use the Tri-Band Strap to wear the HMT with a hard hat? 

Place the HMT around the hard hat harness (right-eye configuration shown in 
pictures). Note the HMT wraps behind the rear hard hat latch, and around the 
hard hat straps. 
• Route the top strap beneath the hard hat harness webbing (images 4,5,6). 
• Wrap the end of the top band around the rear of the HMT and snap close 

(image 7). 
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5. How do I use the Tri-Band Strap to wear the HMT with a hard hat? 

Wear the assembly. Re-adjust the tightness of the Tri-Band Strap as needed so the entire assembly sits securely on the head. 



Left clip Right clip

Petzl Vertex PV-L PV-R

Petzl Alveo PA-L PA-R

Remove the existing Overhead Strap 
and Rear Pad from the HMT. 

Identify the left and right clips. Match them with the left and right sides of the HMT. 

If wearing the HMT, the left clip goes on the left side of the HMT and the right clip 
goes on the right side.

Get your helmet, the correct left and 
right clips for the helmet model, and 2 
Velcro ties or zip ties. 
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6. How do I wear the HMT with a Petzl climbing helmet?

RealWear has mounting clips for 2 different Petzl helmet models, the Vertex and Alveo. 
The 2 models use different clips, and both require a left and a right clip. 



Guide the HMT over the top of the 
helmet and slide the clip tabs into the 
helmet’s side slots. They will snap 
lightly into the slots. 

Hook the bottom of the clip with the bottom slot of the HMT band, and snap the clip 
into place. Repeat for the other side.  
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6. How do I wear the HMT with a Petzl climbing helmet?



For added stability, wrap Velcro or zip ties around the rear helmet slots and HMT band.

These are the Velcro straps used above: 
https://www.uline.com/Product/Detail/S-17101/Velcro-Brand-Tape/Velcro-Brand-Cable-Ties-3-4-x-6-Black
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6. How do I wear the HMT with a Petzl climbing helmet?



To remove the clips, push the clip tabs 
out from under the helmet’s side slots.  

Wear the helmet and adjust the boom arm, display pod, and camera as needed. 
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6. How do I wear the HMT with a Petzl climbing helmet?
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7. Can I design my own clips if I don’t see my preferred hard hat listed? 

RealWear currently offers clips for 5 hard hat models. We recommend customers use the supported hats and clips to 
help get trials and deployments off the ground as soon as possible. These hard hats are widely available in the global 
market and are used across industries. They are comparable in price to other hard hats, and would represent a small 
fraction of overall deployment costs if purchased. 

However, if a customer still wishes to use a different hard hat and can design their own custom clips, we have provided 
our clip designs for reference. 

Terms of use
https://realwear.box.com/v/RWRefDesign-HardHatClips-Terms

Design files and guidelines
https://realwear.box.com/v/ClipReferenceDesigns

https://realwear.box.com/v/RWRefDesign-HardHatClips-Terms
https://realwear.box.com/v/ClipReferenceDesigns
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7. Can I design my own clips if I don’t see my preferred hard hat listed?

Reference designs are available for all of these hard hats and helmets: 

= production clips available
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8. Can I order custom clips through RealWear? 

For hard hats that do not have a clip design yet, custom clips are available with the pre-purchase of 500 3-pair 
packs, which supports a 1K HMT deployment. Allow 2-3 months for custom clips. While custom clips are in 
progress, we still recommend having supported hard hats and clips on hand for any pre-deployment trials. 

For hard hats that already have a clip design, 3D printed clips can be ordered through RealWear. Clip designs 
are available for: 

SKU Hard Hat Clips (Custom Order) Price
171055 Hard Hat Clips (Custom Order, 20 pairs) $380 
171055 Hard Hat Clips (Custom Order, 10 pairs) $235 
171055 Hard Hat Clips (Custom Order, 20 pairs for Petzl helmets) $465 
171055 Hard Hat Clips (Custom Order, 10 pairs for Petzl helmets) $320 

Honeywell North™ 
The K2 A29

3M G3000 Series 3M™ Hard Hat 
H-700 Series

Petzl Alveo Petzl Vertex® Proguard® 
Advantage™ 1 
Safety Helmet


